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Conservation Genetics
The primary aim of this course is to provide an introduction to the field of conservation genetics and to learn how molecular tools are used to manage and conserve populations.

SUMMARY: Application of population genetic theory and techniques to conservation biology, focusing on the use of molecular genetic methods to identify conservable units, determine genetic diversity, understand the evolution of small populations, and manage threatened populations.

Prerequisite is BIO-2110 (General Genetics)

Course details (lecture):
Week 1. Introduction to conservation genetics, genetics and extinction

Week 2. Population genetic theory: Hardy-Weinberg, linkage disequilibrium

Week 3. Quantitative genetics and diversity: heritability, QTLs

Week 4. Evolution in large populations: selection, mutation, migration

Week 5. Evolution in small populations: genetic drift, selection

Week 6. Effective population size and inbreeding

Week 7. Inbreeding depression

Week 8. Population fragmentation, population structure

Week 9. Genetically viable populations

Week 10. Taxonomy and conservation units

Week 11. Genetics and management of wild populations

Week 12. Genetics and management of captive populations

Week 13. Genetics and management for reintroductions

Week 14. Population viability analysis (PVA)
**Required reading:**

Other readings as assigned.

**Laboratory:**
Students will participate in a class research project. Students will sample tissues, extract DNA, amplify DNA, sequence DNA, and genotype individuals from several populations using microsatellite loci. Students will then analyze the data and write a collaborative scientific paper suitable for publication.

**Requirements:**
Attend all lectures and laboratories.

**Grading:**
60% Lecture
- Midterm and Final Exam (30%)
- Discussion of primary literature (10%)
- Data analysis modules (20%)

40% Laboratory
- Laboratory notebook (20%)
- Scientific manuscript (20%)

We will adopt the University grading system.